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Residential radon exposure is a major public health issue in Switzerland due to the known association
between inhaled radon progeny and lung cancer. To conﬁrm recent ﬁndings of an association with skin
cancer mortality, an updated national radon model is needed. The aim of this study was to derive the best
possible residential radon prediction model for subsequent epidemiological analyses. Two different
radon prediction models were developed (linear regression model vs. random forest) using ca. 80,000
measurements in the Swiss Radon Database (1994e2017). A range of geographic predictors and building
speciﬁc predictors were considered in the 3-D models (x,y, ﬂoor of dwelling). A ﬁve-fold modelling
strategy was used to evaluate the robustness of each approach, with models developed (80% measurement locations) and validated (20%) using standard diagnostics. Random forest consistently outperformed the linear regression model, with higher Spearman’s rank correlation (51% vs. 36%), validation
coefﬁcient of determination (R2 31% vs. 15%), lower root mean square error (RMSE) and lower fractional
bias. Applied to the population of 5.4 million adults in 2000, the random forest resulted in an arithmetic
mean (standard deviation) of 75.5 (31.7) Bq/m3, and indicated a respective 16.1% and 0.1% adults with
predicted radon concentrations exceeding the World Health Organization (100 Bq/m3) and Swiss (300
Bq/m3) reference values.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Residential radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer,
after smoking, accounting for an estimated 3e14% of cases (Darby
et al., 2005; WHO, 2009). Based on this known association between inhalation and lung cancer, in particular for smokers (BarrosDios et al., 2012), radon is recognised as an important public health
issue in Switzerland. Previous estimates for the country indicated
an excess 230 lung cancer deaths per year due to radon exposure
(Menzler et al., 2008).
Radon is a ubiquitous radioactive gas, formed by the decay of
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uranium that naturally occurs in granitic and metamorphic rocks.
In a country like Switzerland, with crystalline and karstic rocks
underlying the mountainous regions (Kropat et al., 2015a), radon
concentrations in some areas can exceed current reference levels.
To generally monitor the population exposure, the Federal Ofﬁce of
Public Health (FOPH) maintains ofﬁcial radon measurements carried out across the country since 1994 in the Swiss Radon Database
(Barazza et al., 2018). These measurements of long-term radon gas
concentration have been used extensively to support radon risk
mapping to detect areas likely to exceed reference levels (FOPH,
2018; Kropat et al., 2015b).
While measurements are also the preferred method to evaluate
exposure in many health studies, this is only feasible in smaller
populations e.g. Barbosa-Lorenzo et al. (2016), Darby et al. (2005)
and Krewski et al. (2006). Alternatively, larger studies such as the
American Cancer Society CPS-11 cohort (Turner et al., 2012) have
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Database and ancillary data including e.g. the building registry and
environmental data. Speciﬁc inputs from each of these sources are
described below.

Abbreviations
EGID
GWR
LM
RF
SEP
SNC

unique building identiﬁer in the GWR
Federal Register of Buildings and Dwellings
linear regression model
random forest model
socio-economic position
Swiss National Cohort

2.1. Swiss National Cohort
The SNC links the Swiss census with data on births, mortality
and emigration (Bopp et al., 2009; Spoerri et al., 2010), and with the
recently introduced Registry Based Census and annual structural
surveys from 2010 onward. The overall objective in developing a
new radon prediction model for Switzerland was to derive exposure estimates for the extended SNC follow-up.
Due to compulsory participation, nearly all persons residing in
Switzerland at the time of the census are represented, i.e. 98.6% of
the 7.3 million inhabitants in 2000 (Renaud, 2004). The SNC includes information for individuals (e.g. age, sex), households (e.g.
ﬂoor of dwelling) and buildings (e.g. x,y coordinates, period of
construction, building type). The SNC was approved by the Ethics
Committees of the Cantons of Zurich and Bern.

either used radon maps, thus an ecological measure of exposure, or
€uner et al., 2015) regression-based
as in the Danish studies (Bra
approaches to model radon for households. Thus in addition to
monitoring activities, exposure models to estimate individuallevel, indoor radon concentrations in homes are needed for
epidemiological investigation.
In radon prone areas, exposure to radon progeny mainly occurs
indoors after radon inﬁltrates buildings from the ground through
unsealed and soil basements, or via cracks and openings in basement ﬂoors and walls. The inﬂuencing factors of indoor radon
concentrations, with a focus on Switzerland, are detailed in Kropat
et al. (2014) and Hauri et al. (2012), and brieﬂy described here. As
the main determinant of radon concentration, geology, speciﬁcally
lithological units, are usually grouped based on similar properties
to reduce the number of classes and increase statistical power and
interoperability in radon prediction models (Kropat et al., 2015a).
Permeability of the surface is largely determined by the soil texture,
though geologic faults and elevation can act as indicators. Other
important determinants include the building type, characteristics
and materials, as these can inﬂuence building permeability, as well
as ﬂoor of residence because concentrations of radon gas are
highest in the lower levels (WHO, 2009). Finally, individual behaviours such as home heating and window opening for ventilation
also play a role (Groves-Kirkby et al., 2015; Kropat et al., 2015a;
Steck et al., 2019).
We previously developed and validated a Swiss-wide residential
radon prediction model (Hauri et al., 2012), and subsequently
applied it in the Swiss National Cohort (SNC) studies on skin cancer
mortality (Vienneau et al., 2017) and childhood cancer risk (Hauri
et al., 2013). Research into the health effects of residential radon
in Switzerland is ongoing and the existing cohorts have longer
follow up periods; as such, there is a need for an updated exposure
model considering the extended follow up of the SNC.
The speciﬁc aims of this study were to extend the temporal
coverage, by incorporating new measurements to coincide with the
SNC follow up 2000e2016, and to investigate alternative statistical
approaches to generate the best possible spatially resolved radon
prediction model for Switzerland. Two modelling approaches were
implemented and compared: multiple linear regression (LM),
similar to our previous radon prediction model (Hauri et al., 2012),
vs. the machine learning random forest (RF) model. Models from
both approaches were applied to the 5.4 million adults in the SNC
(i.e. over 20 years old in the year 2000) to gain insight into
concordance between the estimates. The overarching goal was to
select the best model to take forward to subsequent epidemiological analyses.

2.2. Radon database
2.2.1. Description
The Federal Ofﬁce for Public Health is responsible for radon
protection as mandated by the Radiation Protection Ordinance
(https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classiﬁed-compilation/20163016/
index.html). This includes approving radon measurement providers, and maintaining the central database that holds these ofﬁcial measurements obtained through accredited laboratories. The
Swiss Radon Database, covering the period 1994 to 2017, was obtained from the FOPH. The database is brieﬂy explained here
(Barazza et al., 2018).
In total 235,585 measurements were available, collected in
buildings across the country. The database includes locationspeciﬁc information: community (from which we determined the
larger Swiss canton); x,y coordinate for the building and for most
measurements the unique building identiﬁer (EGID); ﬂoor on
which the measurement was taken (categorical “ﬂoor of dwelling”:
basement, ground ﬂoor [reference], ﬁrst ﬂoor, second ﬂoor, third
ﬂoor and above); and room type (categorical: living room [reference], study, dining room, child’s room, kitchen, bedroom). It also
contains measurement speciﬁc information including: dosimeter
type (entered into the models as unique categories to control for
known differences between devices (Kropat et al., 2014): Gammadata [reference], Altrac, AT-100, Elektret, Miam and Radtrak);
measurement period via a start and end date; if radon remediation
was performed (categorical: no [reference], yes); and quality indicators including measurement error.
Prior to 2005, radon sampling was conducted across the whole
country via random selection of buildings within communities. The
strategy changed in 2005, such that radon monitoring focussed in
radon prone areas (FOPH, 2011; Kropat et al., 2014). For this reason,
an indicator for measurement epoch (categorical: before January
01, 2005 [reference], after January 01, 2005) was created. Additionally, since the updated ordinance came into force on January 01,
2018 only measurements with a duration of at least 90 days during
the heating season are approved and included in the Swiss Radon
Database. Data collected prior to 2018, however, remain valid if the
measurement duration was at least one month (personal communication: F. Barazza, FOPH, October 2020).

2. Materials and methods

2.3. Data cleaning

To predict indoor radon concentrations for all residential
dwellings in Switzerland, using both a linear regression and
random forest approach, we combined information from the
census-based SNC, measurements from the extensive Swiss Radon

Data cleaning was conducted according to the scheme shown in
Fig. 1 and elaborated in Figure S1. As the aim was to model exposure
2
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total, 85,473 (36.3%) measurements were retained after the threestep data cleaning process. This data retention rate is in line with
other studies using these data (Kropat et al., 2015a, 2017).
A small proportion of dwellings had multiple measurements
within the same room. In brief, replicates were separated from the
main pool of measurements, and then through random selection
one was assigned back into the main pool (n ¼ 3267) and the
remaining measurements were discarded (Fig. 1). Finally, the main
pool of 79,598 measurements were randomly partitioned (by
canton, epoch, dosimeter type, radon remediation and ﬂoor of
dwelling) into 20% subsets from which ﬁve unique 80:20 datasets
were created (referred to as set 1e5). This was done to facilitate a
ﬁve-fold modelling strategy to evaluate the robustness of each
approach, with each 80% subset used for training (i.e. model
building) and the 20% reserved subset used for validation.

in residential rooms where people spend a substantial amount of
time, and to enable prediction at home locations requiring precision in geocoding, many measurements did not meet inclusion
criteria. The ﬁrst “Quality cleaning” step excluded measurements:
in rooms designated as uninhabited (i.e. not heated), in nonresidential buildings, or in room types with low occupancy rates
(i.e. bathrooms, hallways, hobby rooms, cellars, other) (46%). It also
excluded measurements of potentially less comparable quality i.e.
taken using less common dosimeters (i.e. <1000 occurrences in the
whole database, not validated by authorities, or those considered
unreliable due to excessively short or long measurement duration
(i.e. outside the range of 28e180 days) (8.7%). Next, the “Coordinate
cleaning” step removed measurements with obvious invalid x,y
coordinates and those falling outside Switzerland (7.0%). The last
“GIS cleaning” step used key predictors from our Swiss-wide GIS
(described below) and the Federal Register of Buildings and
Dwellings (GWR) (FSO, 2018) to identify any remaining measurements that could not be used in a predictive model. This included
measurements with recorded elevation above that of the highest
Swiss village (>1800 m), those not linkable to the building registry
or building footprints, or those falling within waterbodies (2.1%). In

2.4. Ancillary data
Information on additional predictors not available in the Swiss
Radon Database were obtained from national databases. Building
data were from the above mentioned GWR, maintained by the

Fig. 1. Radon data cleaning scheme.
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Federal Statistical Ofﬁce. Period during which the building was
constructed (recoded to categories “construction period”: before
1919 [reference], 1919e1945, 1946e1960, then each decade [e.g.
1961e1970] until 2017); building type (categorical: single family
home [reference], apartment, farmhouse, other, unknown); and
total number of ﬂoors in the building were extracted. Basic information about the buildings were also available in the Swiss Radon
Database, but was considered less reliable. We therefore linked the
GWR data to the measurements by the unique building identiﬁer
EGID. In cases where EGID was not known, the x,y coordinates for
the measurement location were used to link to the nearest building
in the GWR (ArcGIS 10.6 Near command, with a 50 m threshold). As
mentioned above, measurements with obvious mistakes in the x,y
coordinates were removed during the “Coordinate cleaning” stage
(Figure S1).
The other potential predictors derived from available GIS databases. Soil texture was reclassiﬁed based on the 1:1,000,000 European Soil Database (EC, 2004; Panagos, 2006) (categorical:
medium grained [reference], ﬁne grained, coarse grained, other
(organic) soil type, unknown). For lithology, we used the reclassiﬁed lithology derived by Kropat et al. (2015a) based on the
1:500,000 geology map for Switzerland (Swisstopo, 2005) (categorical: carbonate rock alps [reference], sediments, carbonate rock
jura, igneous rock, metamorphic rocks, sedimentary rocks
excluding carbonates, and others). Additionally, the original
1:500,000 geology map was used to calculate distance to the
nearest geological fault line (categorical “fault distance”: 0e100 m
[reference], 100e500 m, 500e1000 m, >1000 m), and determine
classes for depth to aquifer (categorical “Groundwater”: Productive,
changeable or marginal useable (reference), see Table S1 for others)
and hydrogeology (categorical: Productive groundwater partly
outside valley plain [reference], see Table S1 for others). Continuous
elevation above sea level was taken from the 25 m digital elevation
model for Switzerland (Swisstopo, 2004), and community-level
urbanisation data was obtained from the Federal Statistical Ofﬁce
(FSO, 2012) (categorical “area type”: urban [reference], peri-urban,
rural). Finally, continuous terrestrial radiation levels (in nSvh) were
extracted from the Swiss radiation map with a spatial resolution of
2  2 km (ENSI; Rybach et al., 2002). This terrestrial radiation layer
represents natural radiation, mainly composed of radionuclides of
uranium and thorium decay chains, and excludes cosmic and artiﬁcial radiation.

The linear regression (LM) model was developed following a
similar approach as used in our previous radon prediction model
(Hauri et al., 2012). Important potential predictors were ﬁrst
identiﬁed from the literature. Each was tested in univariate analyses, and pruned if the p-value > 0.05. We also tested potential
interactions (e.g. between building construction period and ﬂoor of
dwelling), and non-linear associations for altitude and terrestrial
radiation modelled as natural and b-splines with 3, 4 and 5 degrees
of freedom (df). Next a multivariable regression model including all
remaining potential predictors was developed, and those predictors with a p-value > 0.05 were subsequently removed. Finally,
supervised forward selection was performed to deﬁne the ﬁnal
model by including the variables, in turn. We used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to decide the ﬁnal model. AIC was evaluated at each step and predictors only retained if the AIC decreased
by ﬁve. This stepwise model was also used to determine relative
variable importance post hoc based on incremental increase in
adjusted R2.
The random forest (RF) was selected as an alternative approach,
as used in similar recent studies (Kropat et al., 2015a; Nikkil€
a et al.,
2020). RF is a machine learning technique based on decision trees.
In brief, a large number of trees are generated in an ensemble, with
each tree developed from an independent yet identically distributed subset of the data. In a RF for regression, as applied here, the
average from all individual trees determines the ﬁnal prediction
(Breiman, 2001). The same predictors as in the ﬁnal LM model were
used, and factors were handled as unordered covariates. The model
was run with a maximum of 500 trees, and up to 4 variables per
split at each node according to the square root of the maximum
number of variables. Variable importance was recorded from the
models. This is an internal estimate from the RF, based on the
reduction in sum of squared errors after a random permutation.
Moran’s I was used to evaluate spatial autocorrelation in the
residuals calculated for the training datasets, with a p-value < 0.05
indicating spatial autocorrelation. Each derived model was applied
to the respective, independent validation dataset in the ﬁve-fold
strategy. Model evaluation included calculating R2 via linear
regression of the modelled vs. measured ln-transformed radon
concentrations, the root mean square error (RMSE) and fractional
bias. Fractional bias is a measure of agreement of the mean
observed and predicted values; a value of 0.05, for example, represents an over-prediction of 5% (see Vienneau et al. (2009) for
equations). Predictions for the ﬁve independent validation sets
were also aggregated in order to evaluate concordance, by quintiles,
using the weighted Kappa statistic.
Finally, models were applied to all adults in the SNC, using their
residential address for year 2000 (x,y coordinates and by ﬂoor of
dwelling). Elevation at residential addresses was capped at 1800m,
which is the elevation of the highest Swiss village. The range of
values for terrestrial radiation at residential addresses vs. the
measurement locations were the same, thus capping of the values
at the residential addresses was not needed. Final predictions were
computed by averaging predictions of the ﬁve respective sets for
each approach. Concordance between the predictions from the two
approaches was determined using the Spearman rank correlation,
as well as the weighted Kappa statistic based on quintiles.

2.5. Exposure modelling
Both a linear regression (LM) and random forest (RF) approach
were tested in developing the residential radon prediction models.
Modelling was done following a ﬁve-fold strategy (i.e. 80% subset
for model building and 20% for validation) to evaluate the robustness of each approach. Radon concentrations were ln-transformed
prior to modelling. Start season was offered to the models as a
continuous variable. It was calculated as a cosine function (with a
value of 0 on 1st January and 1 on 1st July) on the basis of the start
date (Julian day) for each measurement according to Equation (1)
€o
€ sli et al., 2006). It was thus used to control for season in
(Ro
which the measurement began.

start season ¼







of Year
of Year
 0:5
þ1
cos pi*2* Day 366
 floor Day 366
(1)

2

4
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with non-linear terms, and including the signiﬁcant interaction
term for building construction period and ﬂoor of dwelling, did
very little to improve the LM (Table S3, set 1 sensitivity). The
simpler model with linear terms was thus used for all subsequent
comparisons. Table 1 shows the ranking of variables by importance
in the derived RF model (Figure S6 shows the ﬁve sets). According
to the RF the most inﬂuential predictors were the continuous variables elevation followed by start season and terrestrial radiation.
The table also shows the relative order of variable importance in the
LM, based on incremental increase in adjusted R2. The continuous
variables were ranked much lower than in the RF, suggesting some
non-linearity in these variables that, while not sufﬁciently captured
by splines with 5 df, was better modelled by the ﬂexibility of the RF.
Following the continuous variables, Table 1 shows the next highest
ranked variables in the RF were building construction period and
canton. These variables ranked the two highest in the LM. Similar
rankings between the two approaches, through further down the
list, were also obtained for groundwater productivity and building
type. Interestingly, the categorical variable for ﬂoor of dwelling
ranked fourth for the LM but only tenth for the RF.
The model performance and validation statistics for the LM and
RF, as well as modelled radon levels at the measurement locations,
are presented in Table 2 for set 1 (Table S3 shows all sets with only
marginal variations across sets). Overall the RF consistently outperformed the LM, with higher validation R2 (0.31 vs. 0.15), lower
RMSE and lower fractional bias. Modelled radon concentrations
from both models produced almost identical geometric means,
while the RF produced a slightly lower median and wider interquartile range (Table 2). Diagnostics for model training and validation are shown in Figures S7-S8. Over prediction in the higher
range and under prediction in the lower range is less severe in the
RF. Predictions were made for each of the 5 independent validation
sets, and merged to produce one complete validation dataset of all
measurement locations (n ¼ 79,598). The agreement between
measured vs. modelled radon concentration, by quintile, was fair
for both approaches. Spearman’s rank correlation across all measurement locations was higher for the RF (0.51) than the LM (0.36)
approach (Figure S9). Finally, Moran’s I on the residuals from model
building revealed spatial autocorrelation in the LM but not the RF
(Figure S10).
Both approaches were applied at the dwellings of the 5.4 million
adults in Switzerland at year 2000 to predict radon concentrations.
Details on selection of the SNC study population for which radon
exposure was assigned, indicating why some individuals were
excluded, are outlined in Table S4. Final predicted radon concentrations for the cohort were calculated by averaging the predictions
from the ﬁve LM sets and ﬁve RF sets. For these ﬁnal cohort predictions, the arithmetic mean predicted radon concentrations were
approximately 5 Bq/m3 lower for the LM (69.8 Bq/m3) compared to
the RF (75.5 Bq/m3), a pattern that held across most of the exposure
distribution (Table 3). The histogram in Figure S11 comparing these
ﬁnal predictions highlights the paucity of predictions in the lowest
range, and long right-tail in the distribution for the RF predictions.
The RF estimated a respective 16.1% and 0.1% adults living in houses
with predicted radon concentrations exceeding the WHO (100 Bq/
m3) and Swiss (300 Bq/m3) reference values for radon concentrations in buildings; for the LM the proportions were 12.1% and
0.004%. Despite these differences, the overall agreement between
the predictions for the cohort from the two approaches was high
with a weighted Kappa of 0.77 and a Spearman’s rank correlation of
0.84 (Figure S12). The spatial patterns of the individual-level radon
predictions aggregated to community-level were mapped, and
broadly indicated similar patterns for both approaches. Areas with
the highest predicted radon concentrations tended to be in the
mountainous regions of the Alps and Jura (Fig. 2).

Analyses were conducted in R version 3.5.2 using the following
main packages: linear regression (stats), random forest (ranger
(Wright and Ziegler, 2017)), GIS functionality (sf and raster). ArcGIS
10.6 was used for GIS database management and mapping.

3. Results
A detailed description of the measured radon concentrations for
key predictor variables is presented in Table S1. Median measured
radon concentrations across Switzerland taken after 2005, when
the strategy focussed more on high risk areas, were higher than
before 2005 (96.0 vs. 88.3 Bq/m3). Figure S2 illustrates the broad
spatial coverage of monitored locations across the populated areas
of Switzerland. Median measured radon concentrations were
higher in single family homes (95.1 Bq/m3) compared to apartments (85.1 Bq/m3) and, as illustrated in Figure S3, concentrations
decreased with increasing ﬂoor of dwelling (from median 121.1 Bq/
m3 in the inhabited basements to 57.6 Bq/m3 on the third ﬂoor and
above). Median measured concentrations were also lower in newer
compared to older buildings (~77e83 Bq/m3 for construction after
1971 vs. ~104e107 Bq/m3 for construction before 1960). This may
be related to the construction of both higher and better sealed
buildings in the more recent years. Measurements across the
country were obtained using a selection of comparable passive
dosimeters, regularly tested in accordance with an ordinance for
measuring devices for ionizing radiation. To pass the testing, the
standard deviation of several dosimeters of the same type and the
deviation from the reference value have to be within ± 20%. An
analysis of variance (ANOVA p-value <0.001) and post-hoc
TukeyHSD test on the measurements included here indicated a
difference between means for some combinations (see boxplots in
Figure S4). There was also some variation in terms of measurement
duration (median 95.0 days) and measurement error reported by
the laboratory (median 15.0 Bq/m3) (Figure S5).
The composition of the LM is presented in Table S2. The largest
contribution to predicted radon concentration is from the intercept; after exponentiation, this equated to ~100e105 Bq/m3. All
other variables contribute <3 Bq/m3 to the prediction. Most of the
retained predictors were as expected based on the literature, and
included ﬂoor of dwelling, building construction period, lithology
(geological class), groundwater productivity, elevation and soil
texture. In univariate analyses, natural spines (5 df) for altitude and
terrestrial radiation showed slightly stronger associations than the
linear terms; however, the sensitivity analysis replacing the linear

Table 1
Random forest (RF) variable importance in model building ranked highest to lowest,
compared to order variables entered linear model (LM).
Variable

RF

LM
a

Elevation
Start season
Terrestrial radiation
Construction period
Canton
Groundwater
Building type
Lithology
Fault distance
Floor of dwelling
Area type
Soil texture
Measurement epoch

Variable importance

Rank

Rank

10153
6396
5173
3715
3322
2199
1948
1833
1628
1523
1172
1076
853

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

10
11
8
2
1
5
6
3
13
4
12
7
9

a
Variable importance is the increase in node purity (IncNodePurity). The value
shown is here is derived by averaging variable importance from set 1-5.
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Table 2
Model performance and validation, comparison of linear model (LM) vs. random forest (RF) for set 1.
Set

Model

R2

N

Linear model (LM)
Set1
Training
Validation
Random forest (RF)
Set1
Training
Validation

RMSE (ln Bq/m3)

Fractional Bias (ln Bq/m3)

Modelled radon concentrations (Bq/m3)
Geo Mean

Median

IQR

63,757
15,841

0.14
0.15

0.81
0.82

0.000
0.000

101.10
101.29

100.60
100.74

81.4e126.3
81.0e127.0

63,757
15,841

0.30
0.31

0.73
0.74

0.000
0.001

101.25
101.52

95.82
96.08

72.8e132.8
72.8e133.8

Geo Mean ¼ geometric mean; IQR ¼ interquartile range.

is assigned to individuals of the group (Armstrong, 1998; Heid et al.,
2004), but assignment to a group (e.g. type or ﬂoor of dwelling in
which an individual resides) is not inﬂuenced by the error. In
general, Berkson type error does not bias the regression coefﬁcients
(Hauri et al., 2012).
To compare the structure of the models from the two approaches is not possible. Still the variable rankings were clearly
different (Table 1), with the RF assigning more statistical importance to the continuous vs. categorical variables despite the known
importance of some of the latter. The RF ﬂexibly models non-linear
relationships and interactions, and then presumably gives higher
weight to these variables. Assuming a linear or simple function, the
LM rank is perhaps the better way to evaluate the relevance of any
single variable. Thus, following the LM ranking, the canton, construction period, lithology and ﬂoor of dwelling remain important
predictors. Elevation was also found to be signiﬁcant in prior Swiss
models, as was some form of seasonality (Hauri et al., 2012; Kropat
et al., 2014). Measurement start period was used in Hauri et al.
(2012), while ambient temperature was used in the studies by
Kropat (Kropat 2014, 2015a; 2015b). As highlighted in a recent
Canadian study, the relevance of season may be context speciﬁc,
further challenging the use of applying a seasonal correction to
evaluate an annual average (Stanley et al., 2019). We a priori
removed the temporal correction similar to Kropat et al. (2014).
Though not substantial, we did observe some difference between
measurements by season (spring vs. winter). A recent study in
Switzerland also examined indoor radon after energy retroﬁt in 154
buildings. They found replacement of windows, in particular,
signiﬁcantly increased indoor radon concentrations. Assuming individuals modulate their ventilation practices over the year, we
might expect some inﬂuence of season.
A recent study in Finland used the more classical log-linear
regression and compared it to RF and deep neural networks to
produce prediction models for residential radon separately for
€ et al., 2020). The latter approaches
houses and apartments (Nikkila
were considered exploratory. Similar to our ﬁndings, the ﬁt from
their random forest was best (R2 0.28 and 0.23 for houses and
apartments, respectively). Their RF compared to their classical
model, however, resulted in a modest improvement in R2 of 3e7%
as opposed to the 16% (31% vs. 15%) we found.
Modelling of indoor radon concentrations and/or probability of
exceeding reference values remains an ongoing research and public
health activity in Switzerland, providing an opportunity to more
directly compare our latest RF and LM to previous country-wide
models. Kropat et al. (2014) used a basic geostatistical approach
to map local probability of exceeding 300 Bq/m3, the current Swiss
reference level, at a 1 km resolution. The same authors applied
kernel regression, an approach that explicitly accounts for spatial
relationships between measurements, to similar input data. Based
on ﬁve-fold cross validation, the kernel regression model explained
28% of the variation in measured concentrations; however, it was
found to respectively over and underestimate the low and high

Table 3
Distribution of predicted radon concentrations for the 5.4 million adults in the SNC
(prediction at home address at year 2000).
Set

Predicted radon levels (Bq/m3)
Geo Mean

Linear model (LM)
Set1
64.89
Set2
64.63
Set3
64.47
Set4
65.17
Set5
64.66
a
Final LM
64.78
Random Forest (RF)
Set1
71.58
Set2
68.38
Set3
70.89
Set4
70.92
Set5
69.98
a
Final RF
70.53

Mean

SD

P5

P25

P50

P75

P95

69.72
69.71
69.45
70.32
69.73
69.79

27.47
28.04
27.83
28.48
28.08
27.94

34.04
33.15
33.13
33.24
33.06
33.32

50.88
50.30
50.41
50.77
50.39
50.58

65.16
65.43
64.94
65.60
65.33
65.32

83.43
83.85
83.34
84.51
83.81
83.80

119.40
120.59
119.64
122.15
120.62
120.39

76.38
73.67
75.94
76.16
75.30
75.49

31.24
32.33
32.30
33.06
32.73
31.74

40.16
38.02
41.30
40.34
39.22
40.62

57.29
52.93
55.54
54.98
53.96
55.18

70.57
67.03
68.41
69.06
68.40
68.91

87.88
85.98
88.61
88.59
88.14
87.69

129.91
130.87
131.93
133.88
132.68
130.91

Geo Mean ¼ geometric mean, Mean ¼ arithmetic mean, P ¼ percentile.
a
Final predictions derived by averaging predictions from set 1-5.

4. Discussion
We explored two algorithms for modelling indoor residential
radon concentrations in Switzerland, with random forest, a machine learning approach, substantially outperforming the more
standard multivariable linear regression (model validation
R2 ¼ 0.31 vs. 0.15; Spearman’s rank correlation ¼ 0.51 vs. 0.36).
Models were developed using the Swiss Radon Database including
measurements collected over more than 20 years in a variety of
building types and locations across the country. Selecting only
those measurements from occupied rooms in residential dwellings,
to reﬂect our aim to build a model for long-term average exposure
in the household, provided ca. 80,000 available measurements. This
also allowed for implementation of a ﬁve-fold modelling strategy,
demonstrating model robustness.
One clear advantage of the RF over the LM is that no assumption
needs to be made about the data distribution and dependencies.
Tree based learning methods have also been shown useful for
modelling complex relationships and interactions between variables, leading to strong predictive performance (Breiman, 2001;
De’ath, 2007). We tested non-linear continuous terms and several
interactions in our LM and found no meaningful improvement in
model performance. Thus, in our evaluation the RF proved better
suited to capture the complex structures within the radon measurement data. While the performance statistics generally remain
rather low  even with the RF  and a large amount of uncertainty
remained, they are in line with the existing literature for similar
models (Hauri et al., 2012; Kropat et al., 2015a, 2015b; Nikkil€
a et al.,
2020). As in many applications, exposure measurement errors are
unavoidable, but in our modelling the prediction error is expected
to be mainly Berkson type error. This occurs when a group’s average
6
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Fig. 2. Predicted arithmetic mean radon concentrations (Bq/m3) at community using the linear model (top) and random forest (bottom).
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et al., 2018). Note that we also used shorter measurement durations
than three months recommended by the WHO (WHO, 2009). The
median duration was 95 days; however ~20% of the included
measurements over our study period of 1994e2017 only had a
duration of one to three months, which was in line with the Swiss
guidelines at that time. This may result in imprecise annual estimates for a given location and thus increase the random error in
our model. In our statistical modelling, however, they would not
result in a bias towards over or underestimation of the radon levels
and still be more informative than absence of any data.
Applied to the home addresses of all adults in Switzerland for
the census year 2000 (often used as the baseline year in SNC
epidemiological analyses), we estimated the arithmetic mean
(median) population radon exposure to be 75.5 (68.9) Bq/m3.
Similar to the previous Swiss-wide residential radon prediction
model (Hauri et al., 2012), predicted radon concentrations exceeded the current Swiss reference level of 300 Bq/m3 for only a small
proportion (0.1%) of adults. Though less than the ~26% estimated by
Hauri et al. (2012), our results also suggest that predicted radon
concentrations exceeded the WHO reference level of 100 Bq/m3 for
a considerable 16.1% of adults.

concentrations (Kropat et al., 2015b). These same authors also
developed a RF and Bayesian additive regression trees (BART),
which explained a respective 33% and 29% of the variation in
measured concentrations in ﬁve-fold cross validation (Kropat et al.,
2015a).
Our group’s own previous attempts included a radon prediction
model by Hauri et al. (2012) which used a similar multivariable loglinear regression model that performed slightly better than the LM
presented here. It included many of the same predictors, specifically geology (tectonic unit), soil texture, degree of urbanisation,
dwelling type, year of construction of the building, and ﬂoor of the
dwelling. It was determined to be robust (Spearman’s rank correlation was 0.45 [95% CI: 0.44e0.46) for model development, and
0.44 [0.42e0.46] in an independent validation dataset), with a
validation R2 of 0.19. Since this previous LM radon prediction
model, the years of data collection and number of suitable radon
measurements to support modelling of residential radon has
doubled in Switzerland. This large increase in measurements may
partly explain our small reduction in R2 and Spearman’s rank correlation compared to Hauri et al. (2012). Though not of the same
magnitude, examples from air pollution modelling have shown that
regression models based on a larger number of measured values
give lower R2 but more robust models than those using less
~ a et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013).
(Basagan
Perhaps more relevant is a recent ﬁeld study from Iowa USA
measuring radon in 76 rooms of 38 houses that found modest
correlation of long-term radon measurements taken in different
seasons (R2 ¼ 0.30), partly explained by seasonal differences in
occupant behaviour (windows closed all winter vs. kept open all
summer leading to substantially different radon concentrations)
(Steck et al., 2019). Their work also supports the notion that multiple locations and time-integrated measurements in homes are
necessary for a good and accurate evaluation of long-term, radonrelated dose. Residential radon concentrations are inﬂuenced by a
variety of factors, from geology to personal ventilation practices,
and the indoor concentrations can differ substantially from home
to home. As highlighted in the Steck et al. (2019) ﬁeld study, this
makes radon exposure particularly challenging to model and emphasizes that achieving high performing models is not a good
benchmark to evaluate success. This is why we put more emphasis
on the robustness of the models, demonstrated through the highly
consistent results across all analyses using a ﬁve-fold validation
strategy. Given that many of the predictors were ecological in nature, and only broad control for canton was included, mainly to
account for differences in measurement strategy, we may have
expected residual spatial autocorrelation in both approaches.
Interestingly, however, we found no evidence of residual spatial
autocorrelation in the RF models giving more support for selecting
the RF as our preferred model.
A major limitation of our study  and contributing factor to the
unexplained uncertainty  is the lack of speciﬁc information in
national registries to model the known variations in indoor radon
concentration, in addition to the lack of individual behaviours and
ventilation habits that can inﬂuence radon levels in the home.
Unlike the Finnish study, the building registry did not include details such as availability or use of mechanical ventilation, type of
building material or physical size (i.e. area and volume) of indi€ et al., 2020). Despite the additional previdual dwellings (Nikkila
dictors, however, the Finnish models had very similar performance
to ours. Information on type of foundation would have also been
useful, as not all buildings in Switzerland have sealed basements. A
survey on radon remediation indicated that 25e30% of remedial
work relates to installing concrete ﬂoors or other measures to
tighten the interface between basements and living spaces (Barazza

5. Conclusions
Random forest is an attractive approach for modelling residential radon exposure. This analysis illustrated the gains in performance of RF compared to the more classical LM, and the advantages
of machine learning to more ﬂexibly capture complex structures
within the measurement data. The RF produced highly robust
predictions at the validation locations and when estimating exposure at unmeasured locations. Still, a large amount of uncertainty
remains due to the general challenges in modelling radon without
detailed information on dwellings and personal behaviours.
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